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• For my arts of native north America course I conducted an extended research project on Taos 

Pueblo- one of the oldest places in the America continuously inhabited by the same group 

• Physically, the structure lacks modern conveniences and resembles its traditional physical 

form 

• The people of Taos aim to preserve their traditional culture, including the physical structure 

During the post-contact period, the architecture of the Taos Pueblo played a key role in 

the continuation of the society and culture in the Pueblo.  

Background 

• Traditional adobe construction- mud and rubble foundation with masonry walls covered with 

an earthen plaster 

• Suited for protection from enemies and elements 

o 2 larger buildings around a central plaza 

▪ Divided into sub-houses of extended families 

• Further divided into two room family units 

• construction, maintenance, and reconstruction were key parts of the Taos way of life, even 

after most members moved into more modern dwellings elsewhere on the community 

property 

• organized around the kinship pattern- there is little to no difference in social status between 

individuals 

o bi-lateral kinship- immediate family has equal ties to both parents’ extended families 

▪ kinship determines which house they live in and the moiety they belong to 

• typically will only marry within their own community 



Architecture as Identity- (Change Slide) 

• Architecture on a general level influences behavior by determining how they can interact 

with the space and each other 

o Are people being kept close or isolated 

o Example: airports as an extreme example are designed to corral people into long 

empty corridors heading in the same direction without interacting with each other 

• Contrast: taos’ design forces people to come together, seen in the aerial  

o Overall semi-circular shape, 

o outer edge is a wall broken for paths in and out of the pueblo and the stream running 

though 

o just inside is a grouping of sub houses that make up the north and south houses 

▪ narrow pathways between the sub houses 

o center is a large plaza, these designs create areas for people to interact and come 

together 

▪ effect of creating a stronger unity among the people of taos 

• Buildings take on a symbolic identity for inhabitants 

o Express the values of those who inhabit them 

o Regional architecture in particular shows these values and identity 

o Objects that are not valued and important would not be maintained for the better part 

of a millennium, especially after the inhabitants get a newer main home 

o It can be inferred then that the pueblo has become important to the people of taos 

• Architecture is also used to either go along with or counter social change 



o Over time symbols become important to a culture’s architectural language (eg. 

Crosses on churches or minarets on mosques) 

o The continuation of these symbols then shows the continuation of the culture it 

belongs to 

o In this sense the continuation of the Pueblo becomes a symbol for the continuation of 

the culture of Taos 

• Following contact with Europeans and the Pueblo revolt the Pueblo became a symbol of how 

the Puebloan people were different from the Europeans 

o Expelled Spanish colonial influences in destructive and non-destructive ways 

o They began to see the pueblo as a physical representation of the continuation of their 

culture 

o By preserving and using their traditional dwelling they then keep their collective 

identity alive 

• Physically, Taos keeps certain areas separate from outsiders as well 

o Resists judgment and assimilation from outsiders 

o Allows the people of taos the ability to take control of the narrative surrounding their 

culture in degerming what knowledge gets out 

o Prevents undue influence and judgment from those who aren’t part of their 

community and culture 

Architecture as a Safe Haven (Change Slide) 

• Physical structure allowed continuation into post contact 

o Visually heavy structure 

o Occasional wooden and glass elements but overall the structure is earthen 



o Singular mass with few interruptions 

o Different doors are fairly close together 

o Each floor up has a setback from the floor under it 

o Seem to come together like a building of single floor apartments instead of more 

townhome like multilevel units 

o Density allows individuals to be close together which establishes a feeling of 

protection and separates them from the outside world 

• Visual narrative of a fortress 

o fortress 

▪ Thick outer walls, creating strong visual weight from afar  

▪ Designed around a central courtyard with a water source 

▪ Separated from the outside world 

o Taos is not a fortress but has fortress characteristics to help them feel separated from 

the outside world and the larger societies that surrounded them in the post-contact 

world 

• 6 Protected kiva structures (Change Slide) 

o These are underground sacred spaces used for rituals and to give offerings to the 

Katcinas 

▪ Inside the L of the building there is the round earthen platform with a 

cylindrical wooden bundle atop this is the entrance to the kiva 

▪ This is then separated from the physical community structure which is also 

separated from the outside world 

▪ This extra degree of separation adds to the spiritual nature of the structure 



▪ Also off limits to outsiders, keeping control of what goes on there and controls 

the flow of information about their traditional religion 

o These structures are directly tied to their traditional religion and ritual 

o Survival of the space is directly linked to the survival of these ritual 

o These also allow their society and culture to continue on without undue influence or 

judgement from outsiders 

• Overall, the pueblo structure contributes to the formation of an identity for the people who 

live in Taos Pueblo 

o Physical proximity as a shared cultural identity 

o Physical structures express values and identity of inhabitants 

o Due to contact with Europeans the pueblo began to take a more important symbolic 

role in their society 

o Structure is well suited to be a safe haven from outsiders 

o Architectural language of the building is one of protection 

o Their use of kivas helps control access to parts of their culture that is sacred 

o Overall, the society and culture of Taos Pueblo was able to continue on into the post-

contact period through the architecture of the pueblo 


